Understanding the mechanism of coupling between neuronal events and hemodynamic responses is important in non-invasive functional imaging of the brain. The stimulus frequency dependence of hemodynamic responses has been studied using a rat somatosensory cortex model; most results for short stimulus durations reveal peak frequencies at which the hemodynamic response is maximized. However, such peak frequencies have not been observed in studies using blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals with long stimulus durations. To clarify whether the stimulus frequency dependence of BOLD signals depends on the stimulus duration, we measured BOLD signals at 7 T with short-and long-stimulus durations for stimulating rat forepaw at 1-10 Hz using spin-echo echo-planar imaging to enhance changes in activation focus. For both these durations, BOLD signals were significantly higher at stimulus frequencies of 3 or 5 Hz in agreement with the results of previous studies using optical techniques. Our results show that stimulus duration has little influence on the stimulus frequency dependence of BOLD signals in the rat somatosensory model. The discrepant results of most previous fMRI studies using gradient-echo sequence may be ascribed to the difference of imaging to enhance activation focus or draining vein. #
Introduction
In order to map the functional activation of the human brain, neuroimaging techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), intrinsic optical imaging, and positron emission tomography are used to measure the local variations in hemodynamics and metabolism that accompany neuronal activity. Since neuroimaging techniques cannot directly assess neural events, it is important to understand the mechanism of the coupling between neuronal events and hemodynamic responses for the interpretation of neuroimaging signals. In order to investigate this relationship, several neuroimaging studies have been conducted by using animal models because such methods of study are more flexible in that (1) pharmacological perturbations can be used, (2) the animals can be genetically controlled, and (3) less variations are observed between individual animals.
A large number of studies have been conducted by using electrical stimulations on the rat somatosensory model by using the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI (Brinker et al., 1999; Gyngell et al., 1996; Huttunen et al., 2008; Keilholz et al., 2004; Kida et al., 2001; Ogawa et al., 2000; Van Camp et al., 2006) , laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) (Ances et al., 1999; Detre et al., 1998; Matsuura and Kanno, 2001; Ngai et al., 1999; Ureshi et al., 2004) , and optical imaging (Sheth et al., 2004 (Sheth et al., , 2005 . Since BOLD signals correlate with the deoxygenated hemoglobin content (Ogawa et al., 1990) , the stimulus frequency dependence of BOLD signals should correspond to the deoxygenated hemoglobin content assessed by optical imaging, and a similar dependence is expected with regard to changes in the cerebral blood flow (CBF) (Hoge et al., 1999; Kida et al., 2000; Silva et al., 2000 
